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Abstract: Environmental and economic needs drive the increased penetration of intermittent
renewable energy in electricity grids, enhancing uncertainty in market conditions prediction and
network constraints. Thereafter, the importance of energy systems with flexible dispatch is
reinforced, ensuring energy storage as an essential asset for these systems to be able to balance
production and demand. In order to do so, such systems should participate in whole-sale energy
markets, enabling competition among all players, including conventional power plants.
Consequently, an effective dispatch schedule considering market and resource uncertainties is
crucial. In this context, an innovative dispatch optimization strategy for schedule planning of
renewable systems with storage is presented. Based on an optimization algorithm combined with a
machine learning approach, the proposed method develops a financial optimum schedule with the
incorporation of uncertainty information. Simulations performed with a concentrated solar power
plant model following the proposed optimization strategy demonstrate promising financial
improvement with a dynamic and intuitive dispatch planning method, emphasizing the
importance of uncertainty treatment on the enhanced quality of renewable systems scheduling.
Keywords: renewable systems, storage, dispatch, optimization, energy markets, machine learning.
Nomenclature
𝑃grid
𝑃forecast
𝑃pers

Final scheduled electrical power to be
delivered to grid
Forecasted electrical power schedule
based on optimization algorithm
Scheduled electrical power based on
persistence forecast

𝑃perf
∆𝑃pers
∆𝑃perf

Scheduled electrical power based on
perfect forecast
Deviation from forecasted schedule to
persistence schedule
Deviation from forecasted schedule to
perfect schedule

1. Introduction
The world’s accelerated energy transition is transforming the ways in which electricity is
produced, transported and consumed. Environmental and economic needs push the adoption of
low-carbon technologies, including the increased deployment of variable renewable energy. In spite
of the benefits brought by these solutions, the high penetration of intermittent renewable energy in
electricity grids increases the uncertainty in market conditions prediction and network constraints
[1]. Consequently, the importance of systems able to meet load requirements and compensate for
fluctuating resources is enhanced. This brings the role of balancing production and demand for
energy systems with flexible dispatch, emphasizing energy storage as a key changer for the future of
the power sector.
1.1. Energy Market Participation
Renewable energy systems (RES) with storage are able to provide certain flexibility between
collecting energy from the source and sending electric energy to the grid, bringing the significant
advantage of economically meeting peak demand. Renewable plants usually operate under
contractual conditions with high security on produced electricity, such as power purchase
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agreements or feed-in-tariffs. Contract rules are pre-defined and low penalties are applied for under
fulfillment of scheduled electricity. In this conventional scheme, plant operation is relatively
predictable, being planned according to the hourly or seasonally fixed electricity prices. As a
drawback, competition is normally only among other renewable systems and additional financial
benefits brought by the whole-sale energy market cannot be achieved.
However, due to their flexible dispatch, participation in the spot market is foreseen for RES
with storage, enabling relevant economic benefits for such plants, as well as a cleaner electricity
trading and a more stable grid. In addition, this participation would allow renewable plants not only
to compete among themselves but with all the players in the market, ensuring the pathway to a
highly renewable energy mix.
Aiming to take part in such markets, RES with storage need to consider different regulations to
adapt their dispatch to a new market operation. Instead of following fixed prices, bids come into
place: the production amount and price for a certain interval of the day are placed and regulated by
the market by a least cost optimization. Trading sessions usually define the schedule for the
day-ahead, with intra-day corrections. In comparison to the traditional schemes applied to RES,
production bids that are not fulfilled are strongly penalized, typically by means of financial
sanctions.
Therefore, it is essential to develop an effective dispatch schedule in accordance with electricity
market conditions and the available resource. Considering that RES rely on natural resources,
weather forecasts need to be taken into account to accurately predict the possible amount of energy
offered to the grid. Given that forecasts include uncertainties and that strong limitations and
financial drawbacks are applied on changes in schedule, the dispatch planning needs to be robust
and take these uncertainties into account. Therefore, the uncertainty treatment in the energy delivery
schedule is essential to ensure an optimal energy dispatch, usually with high dependency on type
and accuracy of weather and price forecasts.
1.2. Existing Dispatch Strategies
The dispatch schedule concerns a plan of production for a specific period, determining the
timing and rate at which electricity is generated. Hence, an intelligent dispatch planning needs to be
developed taking market characteristics, weather forecasts and plant best-operational practices into
consideration. There is a broad range of grid-scale energy storage technologies, such as pumped
hydroelectric storage, compressed air energy storage, batteries and thermal energy storage [2]. This
work focuses on a strategy that aims an optimized production schedule, considering that any
renewable system with storage can provide a flexible dispatch, with common resources and market
uncertainties.
Different strategies for dispatch optimization of RES with storage have been already studied.
Case studies for residential and commercial photovoltaic (PV) systems developed by [3] indicated
that there is a potential opportunity to use dispersed PV + battery storage to enhance grid security.
Ref. [4] implemented a linear programming (LP) algorithm to optimize the dispatch of a
grid-connected PV + battery storage system and compared it with a simple off-peak/on-peak
(charging/discharging) strategy. Results showed that significant financial improvements can be
obtained when the storage is operated under an optimized strategy. A real-time demand LP routine
for a PV + battery storage system was also developed by [5], leveraging solar power and load
forecasts to establish a load demand target adjusted throughout the day in response to forecast error.
All these cases consider strategies that function well under the traditional market scheme for
renewable systems, not taking into account the uncertainties and complexity of whole-sale energy
markets.
Considering a utility scale perspective, concentrated solar power (CSP) plants with thermal
storage allow extended production of solar electricity to periods without solar irradiation. Dispatch
strategies also play an important role for such systems and research on market participation has
already been performed. A mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) was developed by [6] to
optimize the dispatch for the day-ahead market, assuming perfect market price and weather
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predictions. A robust MILP was proposed by [7] to optimize the scheduling of a hybrid CSP-fossil
fuel plant, including a robustness cost parameter to consider the uncertainties of possible delivery
deviations. In [8] and [9], a robust linear optimization was introduced to model the solar energy
uncertainty, in combination with a stochastic model to take the market prices uncertainties into
account. Ref. [10] proposes a mixed-integer programming model to optimize the dispatch schedule
that provides a target power generation profile, combined with a simulation model that evaluates
annual plant performance. Ref. [11] used dynamic programming to derive optimal CSP bidding
strategies at the Spanish energy exchange, considering deterministic solar resource and price
information. A heuristic approach was developed by [12] to derive a CSP plant operation schedule,
used to optimize financial income while considering plant best operational practices. Simulations
showed the possibility of improved financial results when compared to a solar driven strategy, with
fast dispatch planning. This last methodology was the one chosen to be applied combined with the
proposed approach in the case study later presented this paper, due to its fast computational time
and intuitive application.
These works show the benefit of dispatch optimization strategies application on the operation
planning of RES with storage. In comparison to base-line dispatch strategies, such as solar driven or
off-peak/on-peak, financial income and load management improvements can be reached by the
presented optimization algorithms. However, in all of them, the quality of developed schedules is
exclusively bounded to the quality of the forecasts used for the optimization. Apart from that,
classical optimization methods, such as the widely used linear programming, are usually inflexible
due to specificity of application to singular systems and to intrinsic uncertainty treatment. Also,
these optimization methods are mostly based on strict deterministic rules [13], possibly producing
not optimal solutions when the considered problem has to deal with several uncertainties sources,
such as market price and available resource.
1.3. Machine Learning in Energy Applications
Recommended for cases that involve complex tasks, but no existing fixed equation, machine
learning techniques have been already applied in power systems: for power-system security
assessment [14, 15, 16], for prediction of wind power generation [17, 18], prediction models and
improved control of PV systems [19, 20]. However, a machine learning application on the dispatch
problem is, to the knowledge of the authors, an innovative field.
Artificial intelligence applications to practical tasks are mostly based on constructing a model of
the knowledge used by a human expert [21]. The dispatching case consists in a problematic that
involves the knowledge of several experts, such as meteorologists, plant operators and market
experts. Therefore, a tool that combines the knowledge from each field should bring important
improvements for the dispatch planning.
Considering the state-of-the-art of dispatch optimization strategies, a machine learning
approach is believed to improve schedule accuracy, being able to integrate historical data on the
decision making process. Taking the dispatch influencing parameters into account, such as
electricity price, energy storage level and weather forecast, a machine learning approach is expected
to teach the system how to react differently depending on the variable situations, aiming to improve
scheduling accuracy and reduce the delivery deviation while increasing financial income.
As one of the most well-known methods used for extracting classification rules from data,
decision trees are a popular machine learning technique that does not require a large number of
parameters adjustments in their design [22]. Apart from comparable accuracy to other models, their
main advantage is their explicit and easy-to-understand nature. The main reasoning behind the
decision tree application as an artificial learner is not only due its abilities in analyzing data, but also
on the abilities of the human brain in interpreting and criticizing rules [23]. In addition to
computational efficiency, the decision tree simple interpretation enables proper analysis of the
system's behavior, when compared to other learning techniques, such as statistical or neural based.
The change from the black-box nature of other learning methods is of significant importance for
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power systems engineers’ acceptance [15]. Therefore, it is also believed that such a system could be
of high acceptability for renewable plant operators.
As a drawback, classical decision trees are highly unstable with respect to minor perturbations
in the training data. Also, each tested input set follows one fixed rule, and therefore, has always one
fixed output associated with it. In many cases, it would be interesting to have several rules related to
similar input sets, leading to several output with different probabilities. Fuzzy logic brings in an
improvement in these aspects due to the elasticity of fuzzy sets formalism [18], and therefore a fuzzy
decision tree technique can enhance the learning, already applied with success in several areas [15,
23, 24, 22, 25, 26, 27, 28].
1.4. Objectives of the Current Work
Dispatch optimization is not only essential for market inclusion and improved profitability of
RES with storage, but also for researchers and policy-makers to better understand the performance
of such systems under several weather conditions, plant operations and market scenarios.
In this context, an innovative dispatch optimization strategy for schedule planning of
renewable energy systems with storage under whole-sale market participation is presented. The
ALFRED algorithm is an artificial learning flexible renewable energy system dispatch optimizer,
with the aim to develop a financial optimum schedule with the incorporation of uncertainty
information. Based on expected electricity contract prices and weather forecasts, in combination
with historical data, ALFRED derives a production schedule to be cleared for the day-ahead energy
market. The algorithm generates an hourly power production profile for the next two days, updated
every 24h. The optimized schedule is used to control plant operational decisions, mainly related to
energy storage charging and discharging. Adaptation to other horizons or update intervals is easily
possible.
ALFRED’s strategy is designed to be applied for any renewable energy system with storage.
The optimization algorithm can be chosen suitably to system’s characteristics, while the proposed
uncertainty post-processing is applied to obtain the final delivery schedule. As the main core of this
contribution, the uncertainty post-processing is based on a fuzzy decision tree approach, including
the benefits of machine learning techniques into the dispatch problem.
In order to evaluate its functionality, a concentrated solar power (CSP) plant was chosen to be
simulated. As a utility scale technology for renewable electricity generation, CSP plants concentrate
solar radiation, through the use of mirrors, into heat energy in a fluid, which is then used by a power
cycle to generate electricity. Efficient thermal storage is the great differential of CSP among other
renewable energy systems, allowing electricity production to large periods even when the sun is not
shining. Considerable reductions in thermal generation fuel and ramping costs can be achieved by
substituting variable renewable generation resources with CSP, establishing this technology as a
significant RES towards renewable-dominated and minimum-cost targets [29].
2. Dispatch Scheduling Strategy and Application
ALFRED is a dispatch planning tool to be used by a renewable plant with integrated storage
willing to participate in the whole-sale market. It is based on a partitioned calculation between the
optimization algorithm and the uncertainty processing (Figure 1). Aiming whole-sale market
participation with optimum financial income, the main optimization’s objective is to draw a
schedule with electricity delivery during hours with high electricity price. The result of the
optimization is then adjusted by the uncertainty post-processing. Considering the forecasted
resource and expected electricity price as input, ALFRED derives the electricity delivery schedule for
the day-ahead. As an innovative aspect, ALFRED learns from historical data in order to deal
effectively with uncertainties of the dispatch problem.
This partitioned approach brings the possibility of flexible selection of the optimization
algorithm. As previously presented, several approaches can be applied to optimize the dispatch,
according to the characteristics of each system. Therefore, ALFRED’s strategy allows that the
optimization algorithm is selected in accordance with the renewable energy plant under analysis,
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accepting the combination of several types of optimization methods and system models. The aim of
this paper is not to propose a dispatch optimization algorithm, but a dispatch optimization strategy,
which includes a certain optimization algorithm in combination with the uncertainty
post-processing, the latest being the innovation introduced here. The uncertainty treatment, based
on a machine learning approach, can be applied for any selected optimization algorithm and
includes several parameters, such as economic and seasonal aspects. The final delivery schedule
considers not only the accuracy of the weather data but also market and plant characteristics, being
adapted by the learning from historical data.

ALFRED
Weather
Forecast
Electricity Price
Forecast

Optimization
Algorithm

Forecasted
Electricity
Schedule

Uncertainty
Postprocessing

Electricity
Delivery
Schedule

Learning
Parameters
Variables
Algorithms

Figure 1. ALFRED dispatch planning tool scheme: partitioned strategy of optimization and
uncertainty treatment.

2.1. Uncertainty Post-Processing: a machine learning approach
The uncertainty post-processing (UPP) is implemented to determine a final electricity
production schedule for the day-ahead, based on the optimal schedule developed by the
optimization algorithm in combination with the relevant influencing parameters. Aiming more
flexibility, the strategy taken should be selected individually for each situation, considering the
system’s characteristics related to each decision moment. Consequently, each delivery hour is
treated as a single decision-problem, considering its predicted electricity price and expect amount of
production. Based on a machine learning approach, different system’s reactions are learned
according to the variable situations, with the goal to improve scheduling accuracy, reduce
unfulfilled delivery and enhance financial income.
Although the dispatching problem consists in a regression case, as the amount of electricity to
be produced should be defined for each hour, a classification decision tree was chosen to be applied
by the UPP. A regression tree would be too complex and, therefore, not intuitive or even less
accurate, as the tree rules would be developed based on all the possible values of dispatched power.
An important criterion for selecting a classification procedure is not only the aim to produce an
accurate classifier, but also to provide understanding into the predictive structure of the data [30].
With that, a classification tree is considered to be a best suitable method for the dispatch problem,
allowing intuitive understanding for any expert willing to apply it.
With the aim to reach an accurate optimal delivery schedule, taking uncertainties into account,
the variables used by the UPP are the following:
• Deviation of forecasted electricity schedule from schedule obtained with persistence forecast.
Persistence forecast is the benchmark in forecasting, used when no forecast product
is available. This forecast considers the observation of the previous day as the
following day prediction. Its performance is frequently acceptable, being considered
as a challenging model to overcome. Therefore, the difference between the
forecasted power schedule, obtained by the optimization algorithm, and the
schedule developed based on a persistence forecast can support the decision for the
following day scheduling, calculated as:
∆𝑃pers = 𝑃forecast − 𝑃pers ,

(1)
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•
•

•

Day of the year. This parameter reflects seasonal influences on the dispatch planning,
related to resource availability and price variations;
Scheduling hour priority according to market price. Time instants are categorized
according to their price, reflecting the priority of when production is desired (Figure
2). Higher price hours have higher priority, in a decreasing order until the lowest
price. For hours with same price, higher priority is given to the earlier one, as energy
losses are expected to be avoided, if production occurs earlier, and the
meteorological forecast is usually more accurate for prior time instants;
Deviation of forecasted electricity schedule from schedule obtained with perfect forecast. A
perfect forecast considers the real weather observations as the prediction. A
schedule based on this forecast is considered as the real optimum, with no
uncertainties. Therefore, the perfect forecast delivery schedule is the objective to be
reached. The difference between the forecasted power schedule, obtained by the
optimization algorithm, and the schedule developed based on a perfect forecast
reflects the deviation in relation to a schedule that would follow perfect weather and
market predictions, calculated as:
∆𝑃perf = 𝑃forecast − 𝑃perf .

(2)

The UPP concept includes two main phases: development and implementation. The first phase
consists in the training of the post-processing algorithm: the learning system is built with historical
data from the specific renewable energy system in which it is desired to be applied. The second
phase consists in the application of the post-processing algorithm: the learning system is used to
define a final electricity delivery schedule to be cleared by the market. Both phases are described in
detail on the following. For a clearer understanding, the UPP concept is explained based on its
application to a 125 MW CSP plant with 10h storage, which is the system used for the simulations
later presented in the results.

Figure 2. Electricity price profile for two days, with red labels of hourly prioritization.

2.2. UPP development: the training phase
The development phase of the UPP consists in the elaboration of the decision tree and the
parameters classes. All the four parameters are used as input, while the outputs of this phase are the
defined parameter classes and the inference rules, extracted from the classification tree. Historical
data is used to train the algorithm, consequently the classes and the tree are shaped according to the
data. The UPP development is based on four steps (Figure 3), described in detail on the following.
Step 1: Classes’ definition. With the choice of using a classification tree as artificial learner, there is
the need to define classes for the parameters used in the algorithm. The unsupervised learning
method of fuzzy c-means clustering was the one chosen to perform this classification. Unsupervised
learning aims to reveal useful information in the form of new relationships, patterns or clusters
through the data, to support the decision making process. The fuzzy c-means clustering method is
applicable to a wide variety of data analysis problems, generating fuzzy partitions for any set of
numerical data. These partitions are useful to confirm known substructures or to suggest
substructures in unexplored data. The aggregation criterion used to define the classes is a
generalized least-squares objective function [31]. Apart from the need to create fuzzy classes, in
order to later combine them with the fuzzy decision tree, fuzzy sets occur also to be a natural tool to
perform focused search and help discover dependencies in the data.
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Fuzzy Inference
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Schedule
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Variables
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Figure 3. Uncertainty post-processing development scheme.

Considering the CSP plant application example, five classes were defined for each parameter
(Figure 4). The classes of parameters deviation from persistence schedule, hour priority and deviation from
perfect schedule are defined through fuzzy c-means clustering, but not of parameter day of the year.
Thought to reflect seasonal variations, the classes of day of the year are previously defined as the
yearly meteorological seasons, in which each season consists of three months. They are fuzzified by
assigning full membership (degree = 1) for the second month of each season. This takes into account
that the first and third months are still transitions between seasons, and therefore one single day can
belong with different memberships to two seasons. For this last parameter, the classes are fixed
independently on the used data or the system under study, while the classes defined by the
clustering method vary according to the training data.
For the example case, the classes defined to both deviation parameters are very similar: varying
from a negative deviation, once the forecasted schedule is lower than the one in comparison, to a
positive deviation, when the forecasted schedule is higher. The classes defined for hour priority are
equally balanced for high, medium and low priorities, while very high and very low classes have a
wider range.

Figure 4. Classes’ definition for the CSP plant example case. The classes of deviation from persistence,
hour priority and deviation from perfect are determined by unsupervised learning, while the ones of day
of the year are predetermined, based on the meteorological seasons.

Step 2: Classification decision tree building. The decision tree is built according to the CART
method developed by [30]. It operates based on a recursive partitioning approach, which
subsequently divides the data into smaller portions to isolate most important variables. The
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definition of a subdivision criterion is essential to determine the best way to split the data. The
fundamental idea is to select each split (represented by the tree node) aiming more “purity” on the
data of the descendant subsets. Therefore, the Gini impurity is used as splitting criterion, which
calculates the improvement in classification from random assignments after each split. This criterion
indicates how often some random data element from the data set would be incorrectly specified if it
was randomly specified for a particular class. Considering the CSP plant application example, the
class with higher membership degree is the one selected for each input data value to build the tree.
Step 3: Classification decision tree pruning. The used method for tree building grows a very large
tree, by letting the splitting procedure continue until all terminal nodes (represented by the leaves)
are either small or pure, meaning that all the node cases are in one single class. This developed tree is
very complex and exact for the training data, not meaning that will be the best one to deal with
unseen data and make new predictions. Consequently, there is the need to reduce the tree into a
more accurate and simple tree, but not simple enough not to be effective. Pruning is the process of
reducing the original tree into an appropriate size. The method chosen here is the cross-validation:
pruning is performed until only the root node is left (first node of the tree), and then an estimation of
the misclassification cost of each subtree is calculated [30]. The final tree is the one with the lowest
estimated cost.
Considering the classes previously defined for the CSP plant application, Figure 5 and Figure 6
outline the final decision tree and a part of a pruned branch, respectively. The final decision tree is
simple and of light understanding, result of the CART method for tree building combined with the
pruning process. To exemplify the pruning, the first left branch is considered. As a first decision
criterion (first tree node), the deviation from persistence is analyzed. If the value under analysis is
classified as positive or very positive, the evaluation continues to the right branch. If not, the left
branch already reaches a decision result: the deviation from perfect is expected to be neutral. This leaf
is the result of cross-validation applied to all branches outlined in Figure 6. In the unpruned tree,
although many other decision criteria are taken into account, the great majority of leaves results in a
neutral deviation from perfect. On the given example, only three leaves result in negative or very
negative expected deviation from perfect. Therefore, by the application of the pruning method, the
simplification taken for the final tree is considered to be more effective than a very detailed
evaluation, with low probabilities of reaching a different result.
Node (decision criterion)

Is deviation from persistence
positive or very positive?

Leaf (decision result)

true

false

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

Is deviation from
persistence very positive?
false

true

Is hour priority high,
medium, low or very low?
false

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

Does day of the year belong to
summer, autumn or winter?

true

false

Does day of the year belong to
autumn or winter?
false

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

true

Deviation from
perfect is positive

Is hour priority medium,
low or very low?
false

Deviation from perfect
is very positive

true

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

true

Does day of the year belong to
winter?
false

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

true

Deviation from perfect
is very positive

Figure 5. Final decision tree for the CSP plant application. In green, the branch used as example for
the pruning process, outlined in Figure 6. In blue, the branches used as example for the rules
extraction explanation.

Step 4: Rules extraction. With the final tree selected, rules are extracted by interpreting the
decision nodes. Although the rules are classical and deterministic, fuzzy inference is applied
according to the previously performed fuzzy classification. The final adjustment value to be applied
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to the forecasted schedule is obtained by defuzzification, which is the process of producing a
numeric result given the fuzzy sets and corresponding membership degrees.
Considering the final decision tree previously defined for the CSP plant application, a rule
extraction example is outlined, based on the branches represented in blue in Figure 5. The rules for
these branches are interpreted as the following:
Rule 1: If deviation from persistence is very positive AND day of the year belongs to winter,
THEN deviation from perfect is very positive.
Rule 2: If deviation from persistence is very positive AND day of the year belongs to autumn
or summer, THEN deviation from perfect is neutral.
After these three steps, the UPP is ready to be implemented. It is important to notice that
different historical data sets will result in different classes and trees. This means that the parameters’
classes and the inference rules are adaptable, not only for different systems, as each of them has their
own data, but also for growing data sets of a single system. As the amount of historical data
increases along the operation time, the UPP development can be repeatedly performed once training
data growth is relevant and new (and probably more accurate) classes and inference rules can be
derived.
Is deviation from persistence
positive or very positive?
false

true

Is deviation from persistence
neutral?
false

true

Is deviation from persistence
negative?
false

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

Does day of the year belong to
summer, autumn or winter?

true

Does day of the year belong to
autumn or winter?

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

false

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

true

false

Does day of the year belong
to autumn or winter?

Deviation from
perfect is negative

true

Deviation from perfect
is very negative

true

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

true

false

Is hour priority
very low?

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

Is hour priority medium,
low or very low?

true

Is hour priority
low or very low?

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

true

false

false

false

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

true

Does day of the year belong to
summer, autumn or winter?
false

Continue...

Is hour priority high?
false

Deviation from
perfect is neutral

true

Deviation from
perfect is negative

Figure 6. Part of a pruned branch of the decision tree for the CSP plant application. The final branch
is represented in green in Figure 5.

2.3. UPP implementation: the testing phase
The second phase consists in the application of the post-processing algorithm, in which the
learning system developed by the training phase is used to determine the final electricity delivery
schedule to be cleared by the market. For this phase, deviation from persistence schedule, day of the year
and hour priority are used as input, while the deviation from perfect schedule is the learning parameter,
being the predicted value during the UPP implementation. The final electricity delivery schedule is
then adjusted according to the expected deviation value, in order to be as accurate as the perfect
schedule as possible. The UPP implementation can be explained in three steps (Figure 7), explained
on the following.
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Figure 7. Uncertainty post-processing implementation scheme.

Step 1: Classification. The input learning parameters (deviation from persistence schedule, day of the
year and hour priority) are classified according to the fuzzy clusters defined during the training phase.
The value of each parameter is transformed in a membership degree of a certain class, which is later
used by the rules inference procedure.
Step 2: Fuzzy decision tree rules inference. By combining the rules derived from the decision tree
with the fuzzy membership degrees defined by the classification, each rule can be analyzed and
interpreted in a fuzzy way. The result obtained by this inference is the prediction of the difference
between the forecasted electricity schedule developed by the optimizer algorithm and the expected
perfect forecast schedule.
A numerical example is outlined: the input values for one specific hour are given in Table 1.
According to the classification for this input set, Rules 1 and 2 previously presented are applied.
Although an input value is given for hour priority, it is not consider by the analyzed rules, i.e. the
priority of the hour does not influence the result for cases in which only Rules 1 and 2 apply. By
classifying the given input, the following fuzzy inference is obtained, where the output membership
degree follows the lowest input degree:
Rule 1: If deviation from persistence is 80% very positive AND day of the year belongs 80% to
winter, THEN deviation from perfect is 80% very positive.
Rule 2: If deviation from persistence is 80% very positive AND day of the year belongs to 20%
autumn, THEN deviation from perfect is 20% neutral.
Table 1. Input values used for the rules extraction example.

Input Parameter
Deviation from persistence

Value
70 MW

Day of the year

350

Hour priority

10

Classification
0.8 very positive
0.8 winter
0.2 autumn
0.7 very high
0.7 high

In order to obtain a final adjustment value, a defuzzification method is applied. The centroid
defuzzification is used, which returns the center of area under the output curve (Figure 8). The
expected value of deviation from the perfect schedule for this example is then 43.3 MW.
Step 3: Forecasted schedule adjustment. At last, the predicted deviation derived by the rules
inference is applied as an adjustment in the forecasted schedule developed by the optimizer
algorithm, resulting in a final electricity delivery schedule (adjusted schedule in Figure 9), calculated
as:
𝑃grid = 𝑃forecast − ∆𝑃perf .

(3)

Considering the previous numerical example and assuming that the forecasted schedule for this
hour is 80 MW, the final delivery schedule would then be adjusted:
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𝑃grid = 80.0 − 43.3 = 36.7 MW.

(4)

This procedure is repeated for each scheduling hour, giving flexibility on the decision making
for each different situation, even when considering the same delivery day.

Figure 8. Fuzzy classification and inference procedure for the given numerical example.

The UPP implementation is the one applied at the ALFRED strategy during the operation of a
renewable energy system with storage. The presented steps are performed after the optimization
algorithm, resulting in a final electricity delivery schedule developed not only based on weather and
price forecasts, but also on the learning from past data.

Figure 9. Forecasted, adjusted and perfect schedule for some example days.

3. Annual Simulations
3.1. Simulations’ Data and Conditions
In order to evaluate the proposed dispatch planning strategy, simulations of a virtual 125 MW
CSP tower plant with 10 h storage situated in Almeria, Spain, following ALFRED schedule were
carried out. The optimization algorithm selected to be applied in combination with the proposed
UPP was the rule-based heuristic optimizer developed in [12], as this algorithm is suitable for CSP
plants and also goes along with ALFRED’s strategy, having fast computational time and intuitive
application. The plant model used for the simulations here also follows the description presented in
[12].
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The data sets availability consists in whole years of 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017, in a total of 48
months of observed data together with corresponding deterministic ECMWF (European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts) weather forecasts, the latter referred as the “forecast product”.
To analyze the UPP functionality, different combinations of training and testing data were
considered. In all cases, the testing is based on one single year, either 2014, 2015, 2016, or 2017. For
each year of testing, different setups of training data were considered: training with one year data,
with two year data or with three years data. All possible combinations of training data have been
evaluated as illustrated in Figure 10. Although future data cannot be used for present schedule
planning in a real application, such setup is used here to test the UPP artificial learning effectiveness
for an entire year.
Training Data
2014 2015 2016 2017

Testing Data

2014

2015

2016

2017

training with 1-year data
training with 2-year data
training with 3-year data

Figure 10. Data setups used for the simulations, considering different training data (from 1 to 3 years
in several combinations) for each one-year simulation, represented as the testing data.

Both energetic and economic aspects are analyzed. The energetic indicators are annual sum of
the electricity delivered to the grid, the electricity scheduled but undelivered and the total thermal
energy dumped by the solar field during the simulated year. As economic figure the resulting
annual financial income is used. The setup assumes that the electricity is scheduled on the
day-ahead market, considering schedule delivery at 12h from the previous day and a penalty of
100% of the market price when scheduled electricity cannot be delivered. The electricity price
forecast was considered certain, based on real day-ahead market price of the Iberian market in
hourly resolution, see Figure 11.
Considering the same plant model, several variations of the schedule optimization were carried
out:
• Persistence schedule: based on the optimization performed with the persistence
weather forecast, used as benchmark for comparison;
• Perfect schedule: based on the optimization performed with the perfect weather
forecast, aiming to analyze the maximum possible benefit, when uncertainties do
not play a role;
• Forecast product schedule without uncertainty post processing (UPP) application: based
only on the optimization algorithm applied with the deterministic ECMWF weather
forecast, aiming to analyze an optimal schedule based on a weather forecast
product, without considering the uncertainty processing;
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•

Forecast product schedule with UPP application: based on the complete ALFRED
strategy, aiming to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed artificial learner in
combination with an optimization algorithm. This last scheduling setup was
adopted several times for each simulated year, considering the different training
data setups combination.

Figure 11. Mean hourly Spanish market price with standard deviation for the years 2014 to 2017 [32].

In order to assess the quality of the used weather data, the DNI yearly sum and the
root-mean-square error (RMSE) were calculated. The RMSE is considered as one of the most
important statistical metrics for the application of electricity grid management issues [33]. The
values shown in Table 2 indicate that the DNI yearly sum of the forecast product is lower than the
one of the persistence and perfect forecast. This is observed for all simulated years, with larger
difference for years 2016 and 2017. At the same time, the RMSE of the forecast product is lower than
the one for persistence. The values indicate that the forecast product in general works well in
reducing the error in the forecast compared to persistence. The systematic deviation in the annual
sum might be reduced by an improved site-specific calibration of the meteorological forecast. Such
calibration was not done in the used forecast data sets.
Table 2. Weather data direct normal irradiation (DNI) yearly sum and root-mean-square error
(RMSE).

Simulated
Year
2014

DNI

Persistence
Forecast

Forecast
Product

Perfect
Forecast

Yearly Sum (kWh/m2)

2397.04

2244.52

2399.49

RMSE

296.11

215.84

0

Yearly Sum (kWh/m )

2220.50

2123.09

2218.04

RMSE

296.57

219.10

0

Yearly Sum (kWh/m2)

2220.50

2026.67

2223.38

RMSE

289.28

207.48

0

Yearly Sum (kWh/m2)

2391.92

2095.52

2387.87

RMSE

356.84

269.26

0

2

2015
2016
2017

3.2. Optimization Results without UPP Learning Application
At first, the results of using the schedule optimization without any uncertainty post processing
are discussed. Figure 12c shows the annual income of a setup with penalties of 100 % on undelivered
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energy. The theoretical benchmark for the optimization is given by the green bars showing the
results when a perfect forecast is used. The grey bars indicate the lower limit of the benchmark by
using a persistence forecast which is always available at no additional costs. The difference between
the annual income with persistence and perfect forecast is in the range of 17.5%. The red bars show
the income when considering the forecast product. A small benefit compared to persistence is
obtained in year 2014 and 2015 whereas a drop is found for years 2016 and 2017. The authors assume
that the modest performance of the forecast product is linked to the systematic deviation of the
forecast product compared to observed measurements.
Figure 12a and Figure 12b show results for a modified penalty of 0% and 50%, respectively. In
general, the results with persistence forecast as well as forecast product get closer to the prefect
forecast result as the penalties are decreased. This is expected since any unfulfilled schedule is less
penalized. The overall income in all configurations is increased as fewer penalties are paid. The
increased results for the perfect forecast, in comparison to the simulation considering 100% penalty,
demonstrate the impact of the plant model used for scheduling, which does not perfectly represent
the real plant. The model used for optimization is based on 5 minute time steps and some
simplifying assumptions in the consideration of the transient effects. The real plant model is
operated on 1 minute time step and considers more details of the plant. Even under perfect
forecasting conditions, scheduled production is not met during some hours of the year due to the
systematic deviations between optimizer plant model and real plant model.

Figure 12. Annual financial income based on the optimized dispatching strategy without the UPP
application, considering 0% (a), 50% (b) and 100% (c) penalty of the market price when scheduled
electricity is not delivered. Persistence, perfect and product forecasts are considered as input. The
rate of improvement with reference to the persistence forecast case is plotted.

In general, the performance of the forecast product compared to persistence improves when
penalties are reduced. Considering that unfulfilled schedule is less penalized, deviations on delivery
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have reduced impact in the overall income. The forecast product presents a lower RMSE than the
persistence forecast, indicating that it generally deviates less from the real weather. Accordingly, the
better match in terms of RMSE becomes more relevant whereas the systematic error gets less impact.
In summary, the results without using the uncertainty post processing method show that the
benefit of replacing the persistence forecast with the distinct meteorological forecast product is less
pronounced than expected. This observation cannot be generalized since a systematic deviation of
the forecast product compared to measured data was identified. It is expected that a site-specific
calibration will improve the RMSE and in consequence also leads to higher financial revenues. Such
a calibrated forecast product was not available for this study.
3.3. Optimization Results with UPP Learning Application
On the following, the results obtained by the full application of ALFRED’s strategy are
discussed. Figure 13 shows in red results of the schedule optimization without any uncertainty
treatment, while in blue results obtained with the proposed uncertainty post-processing application
are outlined. The different tones of blue represent the results of the full application of ALFRED’s
strategy considering the different training data sets variations, with the forecast product applied to
the simulated year as test data set, as explained in Figure 10. The values given represent the
improvement rate in the annual financial income taking the persistence case as reference.

Figure 13. Annual financial income improvement rate in comparison to the persistence case for the
simulated years with the forecast product as input. Red bars refer to the data presented also in red in
Figure 12c. The optimized dispatching strategy is applied with and without the UPP, taking different
training data sets into account, as explained in Figure 10.

The results show that by applying the full ALFRED’s strategy with the forecast product as
input, different rates of improvement are obtained depending on the year simulated and the data
used for the UPP training. Significant improvement rate increase is observed even in cases with only
one year of training data. With testing year 2017 e.g., the second case with one-year training results
in the best overall improvement compared to all other simulated cases for the same test year. At the
same time, also underperformance is observed for one-year training sets. For testing year 2015, a
specific case of one-year training results in the worst overall improvement compared to the other
cases for the same test year.
Compared to the optimization-only approach all cases with UPP using 2014, 2016, or 2017 as
test data result in an increase of financial income, independently on the setup used as training data.
Even though this increase is seen in different dimensions, the treatment of uncertainties always
resulted in benefits. For the testing year 2015, one training setup with 1-year data and two training
setups with 2-year data fail to increase the performance. This demonstrates that an improvement is
not a priori guaranteed when using the UPP learning system. However, higher financial results were
achieved for most of the analyzed cases.
Particular focus can be given to the fact that the different training data setups result in a variety
of improvement rates. Although highest individual performance is observed when using 1 year
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training data, the spread of results is also highest for the single year training sets. Learning results
can be associated to how much the training data is related to the one used for testing. Nonetheless, in
a real implementation it is not possible to identify which past data is more suitable for improving
future situations. Therefore, the more data used for the training, the more robust the learning and,
consequently, the results. The 3-year training data setups illustrate that an increase in the
improvement rate is obtained for all the simulated years. Special attention can be given to the 2016
simulation: the improvement rate is increased from -0.17% to 1.38% by applying the UPP. This
shows that the UPP artificial learner applied by ALFRED can bring benefits even for forecasts that
originally underperformed persistence.
On the following, the energetic indicators are analyzed: Figure 14a presents the annual sums of
the electricity delivered to the grid, Figure 14b shows the electricity scheduled but undelivered and
Figure 14c outlines the total thermal energy dumped by the solar field during the simulated year.
Just as in the previous figures, red bars are used for results of the schedule optimization without any
uncertainty treatment, blue bars show results obtained with the proposed uncertainty
post-processing application, grey bars represent the persistence case and green bars the perfect case.
For all simulated years, the perfect schedule has highest amount of electricity delivered, lowest
amount of electricity undelivered and lowest thermal energy dumped by the solar field. As
expected, an ideal weather forecast brings not only economic benefits but also better utilization of
solar energy, represented by a significant decrease in dumping and undelivered electricity.
Taking the persistence case for comparison, a scheduling with the forecast product delivers
more energy to the grid and decreases the amount of energy dumped. At the same time, values of
energy scheduled but not delivered are higher. This is seen for all simulated years, with exception of
2017. The better match in terms of RMSE indicates that the forecast product generally deviates less
from the real weather. In energetic terms, this seems to have an impact in a better resource
management, with less energy being dumped and therefore more electricity being produced.
However, the systematic error appears to become relevant, once considering the rise in electricity
scheduled but not delivered. Nevertheless, cases using the forecast product mostly over performed
persistence financially.
In order to analyze the proposed uncertainty post-processing in energetic terms, the
simulations with the forecast product with and without UPP application are outlined. Cases
considering UPP application with 3-year training data showed robust financial results, presenting
greater energy delivered than simulations with the same forecast without UPP application. This
occurs for all simulated years. Similar values of energy scheduled but not delivered are obtained for
the same simulated year with or without UPP application. Regarding the thermal energy dumped
by the solar field, the UPP application reduces this value independently on the training data set up
for all simulated years, when compared to the optimization-only approach.
Overall, this energetic analysis shows that economic improvement is achieved through a
greater amount of energy delivery, combined with a decrease on energy dumped. At the same time,
the amount of energy undelivered remains quite similar, even if more electricity is delivered to the
grid, and therefore more electricity had been scheduled. Hence, for the simulated cases, financial
improvement is not only related to fewer deviations on the promised schedule, but also to the
development of an energy improved and more realistic delivery plan.
For the chosen market price profile, simulations assure the benefit of ALFRED as a dispatch
scheduling tool, bringing improvements even for forecasts that underperform persistence. The
scenario following ALFRED’s strategy develops a dispatch plan closer to market interests, reflecting
financial enhanced energy management. Different weather forecast products, when used as input to
ALFRED, are expected to bring economic benefits within the range given by persistence and perfect
schedules. Improvements are related not only to weather forecast quality, but also to the historical
data used for UPP training.
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Figure 14. Total annual electricity delivered to the grid (a), scheduled but not delivered (b) and
thermal dumped energy (c) for the simulated years with optimized approach.

4.

Conclusions

An innovative dispatch optimization strategy is presented to enable renewable energy systems
with storage to participate in the wholesale electricity market. ALFRED applies an optimization
algorithm in combination with a machine learning approach in order to reach an optimal delivery
schedule, considering uncertainties in the weather forecast. Though employed for a CSP tower
system in this contribution, the developed approach is applicable to other renewable energy systems
with storage.
Considering the annual simulations results, the proposed approach mostly increases financial
income with a weather forecast product when compared to a persistence schedule, while
minimizing energy dumping. This shows that not only an intelligent method is relevant for the
dispatch planning, but also that improved results can be obtained with suitable weather forecasts.
The analyses also show that ALFRED performs a beneficial economic energy management with
effective inclusion of uncertainties. Compared to an optimization-only algorithm, ALFRED
improves revenues even when using the same weather input. By assimilating knowledge from past
data, an enhanced scheduling is achieved, independently on the amount of data used for the
learning. ALFRED acquires knowledge about the uncertainties influence and makes use of it in
order to achieve a more accurate schedule and, therefore, higher revenues. This enables that the
quality of schedules is not exclusively bounded to weather forecasts quality, as it can improved by
the learning.
The advantages of the proposed intelligent dispatch planning are not only economic, but also
related to its flexibility. By allowing the combination of several types of optimization methods and
system models, ALFRED is flexible to be applied for different renewable energy systems and market
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scenarios. Even if deterministic price and weather forecasts were used for the presented application,
there is the possibility of dealing with other types of forecasts, such as probabilistic ones. The
system’s design and learning are adaptable for such input. In addition, its performance is expected
to improve along with time, as more data for the UPP learning process become available. Apart from
that, ALFRED’s strategy allows intuitive understanding of the schedule design methodology,
expected to be of high acceptability among plant operators.
The insertion of renewable plants in wholesale electricity markets depend on an effective and
transparent dispatch planning able to bring improved revenues. Accordingly, the combination of
energy storage with the developed strategy brings high flexibility to renewable systems, enabling
their participation in such markets and establishing the pathway to a clean future energy scenario.
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